Abstract. Structural dynamic strength evaluation is paid more attentions in aeronautics and astronautics engineering, and the structural local refined modelling technique which can be utilized to precisely calculate the dynamic strains in the critical local sites of the structure is the key issue in the structural dynamic strength evaluation. Firstly, four common methods, i.e. global / local two-step method, substructure method, transition element method and multi-point constraint (MPC) method, used in structural local refined modeling was reviewed. Then, a structural local refined modeling method, which uses simple physical models to simulate the effect of the surrounding structure on the local structure, is proposed based on Genetic Algorithm (GA). Finally, the proposed structural local refined modeling method was illustrated by simulative example of a four edges fixed aluminum rectangular plate.
Introduction
With the rapid development in aeronautics and astronautics engineering, the safety of the complex aeronautics and astronautics structures cannot be satisfied by the traditional static strength based design, and the dynamic strength of such structures to complex dynamic forces must be investigated. Consequently, the structural dynamic strength evaluation was paid more attentions in the field of aeronautics and astronautics engineering in recent years. In the structural strength analysis, strain analysis is base for evaluating the loading capacity, service life, reliability of the structure and performing the optimization design of the structure [1] . Therefore, the structural finite element modeling technique which can be utilized to precisely calculate the dynamic strains is the critical issue in the structural dynamic strength evaluation. However, the global finite element model of the complex aeronautics and astronautics structures built by mesh refinement technique will always have huge elements, and cannot be utilized for common analysis. Meanwhile, the structural damages are always occurred in the local site of the complex aeronautics and astronautics structures, and it is no need to perform the strain analysis using the global model. Consequently, the structural local refined modeling and analysis might be a useful technique for the dynamic strength analysis of the complex aeronautics and astronautics structures.
The Common Methods Used in Structural Local Refined Modeling and Analysis
Structural local refined modeling is one of the multi-scale analysis technique utilized for balancing the precision and efficiency of the calculation, and can be used to obtain the precise results with low computational costs. In the development of the finite element analysis, there are many techniques developed for balancing the precision and efficiency of the calculation, including: 1) Global / local two-step method, i.e. performing the local analysis after the global analysis. Such as, Tanaka et al. [2] investigated a hybrid global / local two-step method using shell -solid element for three dimensional welding structure with crack, and verified their method by simulative analysis of the three dimensional fracture; Langhe et al. [3] proposed a structural fatigue life evaluation using the global / local two-step method, and demonstrated the advantages of their method by comparing the results calculated using the proposed method and the super element method.
2) Substructure method, i.e., decomposing the complex structure into several simple substructures, and performing the analysis in each substructure. Such as, Li et al. [4] proposed a multi-scale modeling strategy and method for long span bridge based on the substructure method, and fulfilled the multi-scale analysis for the structural damage analysis of the long span bridge; Bao et al. [5] utilized the substructure method to reduce the order of the whole vehicle dynamics model, and obtained the rigid -flexible coupling model for vehicle system dynamic analysis.
3) Transition element method, i.e., connecting the local fine mesh element with the global coarse mesh element using the transition element. Such as, Surana [6] formed a series transition elements using for connecting the shell element and solid element based on reduced integral method, and then proposed the geometrically nonlinear transition element [7] and axial symmetry transition element [8] ; according the motion constrains between different degree of freedom, Gong [9] extracted the transition stiffness matrix from the stiffness matrixes of the shell element and solid element, and fulfilled the connection of shell elements and solid elements.
4) Multi-point constraint (MPC) method, i.e. forming the constraints between different degree of freedom using MPC equations, and solving the incoordinate between the different dimensional elements. Such as, McCune et al [10] and Shim et al [11] proposed an MPC equation deduction procedure for connection different elements based on the work reciprocal theorem in the interface; according to the global analysis results of a long span bridge, Li et al. [4] indicated that the multi-scale model using MPC can be utilized to calculate the local thermal stress.
Boundary Condition Simulation Using Genetic Algorithm (GA)
The above four mention methods can be utilized to solve the calculation efficiency for the complex structure analysis. However, the purpose for the dynamic strength analysis of the complex aeronautics and astronautics structure is to obtain the dynamic strain characteristics of the local critical structures, and there is no need to perform the global model analysis using the above methods. Usually, the structural local refined modeling technique can be utilized. In the structural local refined modeling technique, the local structure should be extracted firstly, and then the effect of the surrounding structure on the local structure can be simulated by the equivalent boundaries, finally the local structure model can be formed by the extracted local structure and its equivalent boundaries. Bian [12] proposed a structural local refined modeling technique based on structural dynamic condensation method, and illustrated the high precision of the proposed method using simulative examples. According to the deduction procedure of the method, it can be seen that: 1) the matrix inverse calculation are required, i.e., it is impossible for calculating the model with huge degree of freedom; 2) both the stiffness and mass matrixes of the obtained equivalent boundary are full matrixes, i.e. the obtain equivalent boundary is a mathematic model, and the corresponding physical model cannot be manufactured for experimental validation of the proposed method. To overcome the above shortages of the structural local refined modeling technique, a boundary condition simulation method in which the equivalent boundary are simulated by some simple physical models (such as short beams and short plates) will be proposed in this paper.
The key issue for structural local refined modeling is the simulation of the equivalent boundary for the local structure, i.e. how to simulate the constraints of the surrounding structure on the local structure using some simple physical models (such as short beams and short plates). Usually, it is difficult to obtain the equivalent boundary by simplifying the global model directly. Thus, an initial equivalent boundary should be built firstly, and then the parameters of the initial equivalent boundary will be updated by some optimization techniques to fulfill the demands of the local model. However, the classical sensitivity based optimization technique cannot be adopted for the complex aeronautics and astronautics structure as the calculation efficiency for sensitivity analysis will be huge.
Considering the advantages of GA in optimization and the usage of the commercial finite element analysis software MSC Nastran in aeronautics and astronautics engineering, a boundary simulation method for structural local refined modeling is proposed using both GA and MSC Nastran, the optimization procedure is as follows (shown in Fig. 1): 1) Select and initialize the design parameters in the initial equivalent boundary; 2) Modify the values of design parameters in MSC Nastran input file; 3) Analyze the local structural model using MSC Nastran; 4) Extract the results for constructing the objective function; 5) Output the values of the design parameters if the optimization satisfied the stop criterion; otherwise, update the values of the design parameters using GA and go to step 2). Select Figure 1 . Flowchart of boundary condition simulation using GA.
Simulative Example
A four edges fixed aluminum rectangular plate shown in Fig. 2 (a) is adopted to verify the proposed structural local refined modeling method. The dimension of the plate is 800mm*600mm, supposing that the middle dark region with dimension 200mm*150mm is the local critical structure. According to the symmetry of the structure, the dynamic responses of the four particular sites (i.e. Point I, Point II, Point III and Point IV) was utilized to evaluate the precision of the local refine model. Considering the boundary effect, it is impossible to obtain the precise results in the boundary points (i.e., Point II, Point III and Point IV) if only the dark region with dimension 200mm*150mm is selected as the local structure. Thus, the local structure is selected a little wider than the dark region, i.e., all the four selected responses calculation points will be the internal points of the local structure. Then, the middle region with dimension 320mm*240mm was selected as the local model, and four short plates with width 80mm were adopted to simulate the boundary conditions, as shown in Fig. 2  (b) . In order to increase the calculation precision with the simulative boundary, each short plate was divided by two parts from the middle, and the thicknesses of each plate was selected as the design parameters. Finally, four design parameters (i.e., the thickness of Region A, Region B, Region C and Region D in Fig. 2 (b) were obtained by considering the symmetry of the structure.
As the natural frequency and mode shape are the basic dynamic characteristics, these two characteristics were adopted to form the objective function in the current example, i.e.
(1) where, t is the thickness vector which indicates the thicknesses of each short plates,  is the natural frequency,
is the modal assurance criterion (MAC),  is the mode shape, the subscript loc indicate the parameter related with the local refined model, the subscript glo indicate the parameter related with the global model, the subscript i indicate the parameter related with the ith momal, N is the modal order considered in the optimization procedure. Using the objective function formed by the first five natural frequencies and mode shapes, the optimized thicknesses of Region A, B, C and D are updated as 49.1mm, 0.759mm, 1.6mm and 34.7mm, and the optimized modal parameters are listed in Table 1 . As shown in Table 1 , the maximum error in the natural frequencies is 5.69%, and the MAC values are very close to 1, i.e., the local refined model built by the proposed method can be utilized to obtain the precise results. In order to verify the feasibility of the method further, the accelerations and dynamic strains of the four particular sites (i.e., Point I, Point II, Point III and Point IV) in the model were calculated using the local refined model, and compared with the results by the global model. The large mass method was utilized to simulate the base acceleration excitation, the large mass is set as 7*10 6 kg, and the excitation force is set as 1.4*10 9 *sin(80πt) N. The relative errors of the amplitudes of the acceleration and dynamic strain between the local model and global model are listed in Table 2 .
It can be seen in Table 2 that the accelerations of the particular points calculated by the local refined model are very close to the results by the global model, but the errors in the dynamic strains are relatively bigger. It is shown that: 1) precise acceleration responses can be obtained using the objective function formed by the natural frequencies and mode shapes; 2) it cannot obtain the precise dynamic strains using only natural frequencies and mode shapes, and some other characteristics should be considered in the construction of the objective function.
Summary
According to the fact that the effect of the surrounding structure on the local structure might be simulated using the equivalent boundary modeled by some simply physical models (such as short beams, short plates), a structural local refined modeling method using Genetic Algorithm was proposed in this paper and illustrated by simulative example of a four edges fixed aluminum rectangular plate. As only the natural frequencies and mode shapes were considered in the modeling procedure, the obtained structural local refined model can only be utilized to calculate the accelerations precisely, and cannot be utilized to achieve the precise dynamic strains. As we known, the dynamic strains are not only related with natural frequencies and mode shapes, but also be related with the damping parameters and structural local features. Then, the future work should be obtain a better modeling procedure for calculating the dynamic strains precisely with the help of the parameters related with dynamic strains.
